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Abstract To obtain natural space experience of haptic interaction for users
in virtual cockpit system (VCS), a haptic feedback system and a workspace
analysis framework for haptic feedback manipulator (HFM) are presented in
this paper. Firstly, improving the classical 3-Dimension workspace obtained by
the Monte Carlo method, a novel workspace representation method, oriented
workspace, is presented, which can indicate both the position and the orienta-
tion of the end-effector. Then, aimed at the characters of HFM, the oriented
workspace is divided into the effective workspace and the prohibited area by ex-
tracting the control panel area. At last, the effective workspace volume and the
control panel area are calculated by the double-directed extremum method,
with the accuracy improved by repeatedly adding and extracting boundary
points. By simulation, the area in which interactions between the manipu-
lator and users hand performed is determined and accordingly the effective
workspace along with its boundary and volume are obtained in a relative high
precision, which lay a basis for haptic interaction in VCS.

Keywords virtual cockpit system (VCS) · haptic feedback · workspace
division · the Monte Carlo method · boundary extraction · volume calculation

1 Introduction

Virtual cockpit system (VCS) is a flight simulator with human-computer in-
teraction based on virtual reality technology, in which the physical cockpit is
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replaced by virtual reality devices such as virtual display and motion tracking
sensors. Because of the higher flexibility in the structure and functionality,
and lower cost compared with the physical one, VCS is meaningful in flight
simulation (DAI et al, 2002).

A great deal of previous researches about VCS have focused on interaction
of vision and audition. However, efforts in the direction of haptic interaction
are very limited (Wang et al, 2016). When works in VCS, the user is able to
see the virtual environment through the virtual display. When manipulating
the plane by operating buttons on the control panel, the user can see the
virtual hand operating the control panel in virtual environment, but is unable
to touch a real button. The lacking of haptic feedback matching with vision
significantly impede the further development of immersion and interaction in
VCS. To achieve haptic feedback in VCS, some researchers proposed Semi-
Virtual Reality Cockpit solution (Yu, 2008; Tang, 2012) based on “Seeing is
virtual and touching is believing” principle. The view scene in and out of the
cockpit are created by virtual reality technology while all parts which can be
touched keep 1:1 proportion to provide haptic feedback. However, this solution
sacrifices the advantages of virtual cockpits and still suffers from large size
and poor flexibility. Another VCS scheme was developed by STRICOM with
haptic feedback achieved by TOPIT (Touched Objects Positioned in Time)
technology. A mechanical system equipped with various kinds of buttons is
placed in front of the user. Each button is used to simulate all the buttons of
same type in real cockpit. When user’s hand moves, the servo system brings
the desired button to the position the user aims at to provide haptic feedback.
Control panel and mechanism are simplified and different kinds of control
panels can be simulated only by changing software. However, the mechanical
system is still large. Moreover, the button can only move in a 2-Dimention
plane so that interactions in 3-Dimension space are hardly achieved.

In order to achieve haptic feedback in VCS, in the meanwhile, retain ad-
vantages of lightweight and high flexibility, a serial-manipulator-based haptic
feedback system is applied in this paper. On the basis of the traditional VCS,
a haptic feedback manipulator (HFM) is placed centrally in front of the us-
er, including a serial manipulator, a sliding rail and a concise control panel
equipped with different kinds of button. The concise control panel is linked
with the end-effector, and the base of the serial manipulator is equipped on the
sliding rail. The position and posture of user’s hand are measured by motion
tracking sensors as the hand moves. Once the interactive operation is detect-
ed, the user is able to see virtual hand operating the control panel in virtual
environment through the virtual display. In the meanwhile, the manipulator
brings the end-effector with control panel to the objective position where the
user intends to operate to provide haptic feedback. Comparing with TOP-
IT, this haptic feedback system based on serial manipulator can reach larger
workspace with occupying smaller space itself. Additionally, the sliding rail
can help to expand the workspace, eliminate the cavity inside the workspace
and then increase the flexibility of HFM. Moreover, the spatial movement in
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3-Dimention can be achieved, for which the simulation of control panels in
multiple directions can be achieved.

To provide the haptic sensation matching with the vision and obtain nat-
ural space experience of the user, the motion range of the end-effector is
constrained according to the actual motion of user’s hand, which makes the
workspace analysis of HFM be of great significance. The workspace of the ma-
nipulator is defined as a set of all reachable positions of end-effector under
the constraints of structure, which indicates the motion range and reflects the
flexibility of HFM.

Many methods have been presented in the literature to generate a manip-
ulator’s workspace, most of which can be categorized as geometrical methods
(Liu and Xu, 1989; Ceccarelli and Liang, 2013; Bihari et al, 2016), analytical
methods (Yang et al, 2008; Hentz et al, 2016) and numerical methods (LIU
et al, 2012; Hatledal et al, 2015). Geometrical methods are employed to intu-
itively obtain the cross section or cutting line of the workspace to describe the
accurate boundary of the workspace, however, are too complicated to show
the three-dimensional workspace of the manipulator with multiple degrees-of-
freedom (DOFs). Analytical methods determine closed form descriptions of
workspace boundary surfaces, but are usually complicated by nonlinear equa-
tions and matrix inversion involved in manipulator kinematics and thus can
hardly be applied in engineering. Numerical methods approximate workspace
with point cloud consists of positions, which are calculated by the forward
kinematics with enough sets of joint variables, such as Monte Carlo method
(Rastegar and Perel, 1990; Jauer et al, 2016) and fixed interval angle method
(Zhong and Jianxin, 2004; Hou et al, 2015). These numerical methods are
simple and readily implementable. In addition, the efficiency and accuracy are
improved with the development of computer hardware.

However, the point cloud obtained by a numerical method is not the ac-
curate workspace. Moreover, it has high computation cost as the number of
joint sets and the number of joint values per set increase. Thus, to obtain
a more accurate workspace, some hybrid algorithms are introduced by com-
bining numerical methods with other methods (Cao et al, 2011; Porges et al,
2014; Alameldin et al, 2014). In addition, numerous researches for bound-
ary extraction and volume calculation are presented by improving the Monte
Carlo method. Based on local point quadrant distribution, a boundary extrac-
tion algorithm is proposed in (YIN et al, 2010) to improve the accuracy. An
adaptive mesh division method is employed in (Tian et al, 2013), with which
volume can be calculated with internal cavity excised. But error exists as well.
In (Liu et al, 2013), errors caused by non-uniform distribution of points and
workspace division are modified by adding points around boundary according
to continuity of mapping from joint-space to workspace and dividing twice.

Aimed at specific features and requirements of HFM, this paper improves
the Monte Carlo method to perform the workspace analysis including workspace
division, boundary extraction and volume calculation. Firstly, the point cloud
of approximate workspace is obtained by the Monte Carlo method. To describe
both the position and the orientation of the end-effector, oriented workspace is
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presented by adding joint variables in the classical workspace representation.
To match with the hand movement, the movement range of the end-effector
is restricted by dividing the reachable workspace into the effective workspace,
the control panel area and the prohibited area. Then, the original point cloud
is improved by repeatedly adding and extracting boundary points to increase
the boundary density. Eventually, the volume of the effective workspace and
the area of the control panel area are calculated by the double-directed ex-
tremum method, with the accuracy improved owing to the higher boundary
precision.

2 Haptic Feedback System Based on Serial Manipulator

2.1 Haptic Feedback System

In order to achieve haptic interactions in VCS, a serial-manipulator-based
haptic feedback system is applied in this paper. As shown in Fig. 1, it consist-
s of motion-tracking sensors, computers and a haptic feedback manipulator
(HFM). The HFM is placed centrally in front of the user. A concise control
panel is linked with the end-effector of the HFM and perpendicular to it,
which is equipped with different kinds of buttons (pressing button, rotating
button and sliding button). Each button is used to simulate all the button-
s of same type in the real cockpit, which provides haptic feedback to users.
Motion-tracking sensors are used to track hand motion and detect interaction-
s. Computers work to perform hand trajectory prediction, trajectory planning
and control for HFM. The size and cost of this system are significantly reduced
by employing a concise control panel instead of full-scale control panels.

The work flow is shown in Fig. 2. When user’s hand moves, hand motion
data are measured by tracking sensors, and then processed by computers to
calculate position and pose, and predict the future trajectory of hand. Conse-
quently the interacting time t0 and point p0, when and where the hand and
the objective button contact, are determined. Finally, trajectory planning is
performed and the HFM is actuated to bring the corresponding button on the
concise control panel to p0 at t0 to provide haptic feedback.

As the haptic feedback system works, HFM and user’s hand share the
common workspace. In addition, the contacts of the end-effector and user’s
hand are required, in which the determination of the interacting point is an
important procedure. To provide the haptic sensation matching with the vision
and avoid injuries from the HFM to users, we need to extract a control panel
area in which the end-effector and user’s hand contact and restrict the actual
motion range of the end-effector. As shown in Fig. 3, the reachable workspace
and the control panel area are depicted with blue and red points, respectively.
Therefore, workspace analysis and control panel area extraction are of great
significance in haptic feedback applications.
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Fig. 1 Construction of haptic feedback system
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Fig. 2 Work flow of haptic feedback system

Fig. 3 Haptic feedback
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Fig. 4 The structure of the haptic feedback manipulator. 1-waist, 2-shoulder, 3-
elbow, 4- pitching wrist joint, 5- yawing wrist joint, 6-rotating wrist joint.

2.2 Haptic feedback Manipulator

In real cockpits, multiple control panels are distributed almost in all the di-
rections around the pilot. Thus, multiple control panel areas in different direc-
tions need to be extracted, which requires the HFM to have a large reachable
workspace without cavity.

To obtain a large reachable workspace and simulate multiple control panels
in different directions, a 7-DOF HFM is presented in this paper, which consists
of a 6-DOF serial manipulator and a single-DOF sliding rail, shown as Fig.
4. The base of the serial manipulator is equipped on the sliding rail. And the
concise control panel is linked with the end-effector of the serial manipulator
and perpendicular to it.

The six joints of the serial manipulator are waist, shoulder, elbow, pitching
wrist, yawing wrist and rotating wrist joint, respectively. The position of the
end-effector is determined by the waist, shoulder and elbow joint, while the
orientation is determined by three wrist joints. The pitching wrist and yawing
wrist joint are used to adjust the orientation of the concise control panel. And
the rotating wrist joint is used to switch states of some buttons to further
reduce the number of buttons on the control panel. For example, the state of
a sliding button can be translated from on to off, or in reverse, by rotating
180 degrees.

A sliding rail is equipped under the base of the serial manipulator to add a
translating DOF, which can further expand the workspace and eliminate the
cavity. Thus, multiple control panels can be simulated by the serial manipu-
lator with small size, shown as Fig. 4.

Positions of the end-effector can be calculated by forward kinematics with
the given joint and sliding variables. The Denavite Hartenberg (DH)-convention
(Thomas and Tesar, 1982) is used to describe the kinematic chain of a seri-
al manipulator and consequently its forward kinematics as shown in Fig. 5.
O0−x0−y0−z0 is the base coordinate frame and Oi−xi−yi−zi (i = 1, 2, ..., 6)
are the coordinate frames of six joints. Associated with each joint are four
geometric parameters: αi is the twist angle between the axes, ai is the perpen-
dicular distance between the joint axes, θi is the relative rotation between two
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Fig. 5 D-H coordinate system of the serial manipulator

Table 1 Link parameters of the manipulator

Parameter Meaning

αi Angle value from Zi−1 to Zi about Xi−1

ai Perpendicular distance from Zi−1 to Zi along Xi−1

θi Angle value from Xi−1 to Xi about Zi

di Perpendicular distance from Xi−1 to Xi along Zi−1

adjacent links and di is the offset distance along the joint axis, as illustrated
in Table 1.

The position of the end-effector relative to base coordinate frame (O0 −
x0 − y0 − z0) can be denoted as

p0 = FK(Tn
0,pn), (1)

where pn is the position of the end-effector relative to On − xn − yn − zn, T 0
n

is the transformation matrix from coordinate frame n to coordinate frame 0:

T 0
n = T 0

1 · T
1
2 · . . . · T

n−1
n , (2)

where T i−1
i is the transformation matrix from coordinate frame i to coordinate

frame i− 1, and

T i−1
i =

[
Ri−1

i P i−1
i

0 1

]
=


cθi sθicαi sθisαi −aicθi
−sθi cθicαi cθisαi aisθi

0 −sαi cαi −di
0 0 0 1

 , (3)

R is a 3 × 3-matrix describing rotation, and P is a 3 × 1-matrix describing
translation, and ‘c’ and ‘s’ are short for ‘cos’ and ‘sin’.

The translating orientation of the sliding rail is parallel with y0. Define the
central point of the sliding rail as the origin of world coordinate frame (Ow).
And the position of the end-effector relative to word coordinate frame is

pw = p0 + ps, (4)

where ps is the offset of the serial manipulator base along with the sliding rail,

ps = [0, ys, 0]T . (5)
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3 Workspace Determination

3.1 Workspace Generation Based on the Monte Carlo Method

The Monte Carlo method, a numerical computation method based on ran-
dom sampling, has been widely used in workspace simulation. This method is
applicable for any manipulator used for haptic feedback due to its high uni-
versality. Moreover, it is convenient for workspace division and area extraction
of various shapes. Therefore, we choose the Monte Carlo method as the basis
of workspace analysis for haptic feedback manipulator.

To be specific, firstly uniformly random sets of variables are generated
in their allowable range of motion. Then, the corresponding positions of end-
effector relative to Ow−xw−yw−zw are calculated by the forward kinematics
and plotted. By generating enough random points, the workspace of HFM
can be finally approximated by the point cloud of position. The more the
variables are generated, the more accurate the point cloud approaches to actual
workspace.

The value of αi, ai and di of the manipulator in this paper are constant
while θi and ys are variables. For a given group of joint variables {θ, ys}i, an
unique position pi relative to Ow − xw − yw − zw is decided by the forward
kinematics. When the number of joint variable groups is large enough, the
workspace can be approximated by the set of points, represented as

S = {pi(i = 1, 2, . . . , N)}. (6)

The procedure of workspace determination is:

1. Determine the equation to calculate the position of the end-effector by the
forward kinematics, as shown by Equation 1 and 4.

2. Generate N sets of random variables in the allowable motion range

θji = θjmin +RAND(i)j · (θjmax − θ
j
min),

ysi =
L

2
· (1− 2 ·RAND(i)7)

j = 1, 2, . . . , 6; i = 1, 2, . . . , N,

(7)

where θji denotes value of jth joint in ith set, θjmin and θjmax denote the
upper and lower limit of jth joint, respectively. L is the length of the sliding
rail. RAND is random values between 0 and 1.

3. Substitute the values generated in Step 2 into the equation described in
Step 1 to obtain N position values of the end-effector.

4. Depict the point cloud of the workspace using the position values obtained
in Step 3.

We select a serial manipulator whose link parameters and motion range are
described in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively, and a sliding rail with L = 1m.
By simulation with the sample groups N = 50000, the shape of the workspace
is displayed in Fig. 6.
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Table 2 Link parameters of the serial manipulator

Link α /rad a /m θ /rad d /m

L1 −π/2 0.2 θ1 0
L2 0 0 θ2 0.3
L3 0 0 θ3 0.3
L4 π/2 0 θ4 0
L5 0 0 θ5 0
L6 0 0 θ6 0

Table 3 Joints motion range of the serial manipulator

θ Motion range /◦

θ1 -90 – 90
θ2 -45 – 45
θ3 -45 – 45
θ4 -150 – 150
θ5 -150 – 150
θ6 -90 – 90

(a) Spatial point cloud (b) The projection on xOy plane

(c) The projection on xOz plane (d) The projection on yOz plane

Fig. 6 Point cloud of the reachable workspace
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Fig. 7 Oriented workspace

3.2 Oriented Workspace

The workspace obtained by Section 3.1 can only show 3-Dimention positions
of the end-effector, without orientations. As illustrated in Section 4, for a state
belongs to the control panel area, the end-effector is required not only to be
located in the control panel plane, but also to be perpendicular to the control
panel plane during the control panel area extraction. Therefore, we amend
the classical workspace representation by adding orientation variables. A state
is denoted as X = (θ,p), concluding 3-Dimension position and joint angles.
Define oriented workspace as

SO = {Xi = (θi,pi)(i = 1, 2, . . . , N)}. (8)

We also present a graphical representation of oriented workspace to show
it in an intuitive way. On the basis of classical 3-Dimension workspace point
cloud, a short segment is delineate starting from each point. The orientation of
the oriented segment represents the orientation of the end-effector. As shown
in Fig. 7, the positions of the end-effector are represented by the positions of
the blue points, and the orientations are represented by the orientations of the
red segments starting from blue points.

4 Workspace Division for HFM

4.1 Overview

The workspace obtained in Section 3 is the reachable workspace. In haptic
feedback applications, an area in reachable workspace need to be extracted
to simulate control panel, in which user’s hand and the end-effector contact.
To achieve natural experience and ensure the safety during interaction, the
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Fig. 8 Workspace division (projection on Plane xOy)

motion range of the end-effector is required to be coordinating with user’s
hand. Thus, the reachable workspace needs further analyses.

A workspace division method for HFM in VCS is presented in this paper.
The reachable oriented workspace SO is divided into effective workspace SE ,
control panel area SCP and prohibited area SP , as shown in Fig. 8. As the
red lines depicted, SCP is used to simulate control panel, called control panel
area. It can be regarded as splicing by several planar areas, which divides
the whole workspace into two parts. As the haptic feedback system works,
the end-effector moves in SE while user’s hand moves in SP . When the user
intends to operate a button, the button and user’s hand contact at a point in
SCP . The movement of the end-effector is restricted in SE , called the effective
workspace, to avoid disturbing the movement of user’s hand and ensure safety.
That is to say, the end-effector is prohibited moving into SP , called prohibited
area. All the contacts between user’s hand and the end-effector are performed
in SCP . The relationships of the three areas are

SCP ⊂ SE , (9)

SE + SP = SO. (10)

To simplify the denotation, the original and axes of world coordinate frame
Ow, xw, yw and zw are denoted as O, x, y and z for short. As shown in Fig. 3,
the user faces to the negative direction along x when works. Thus, the direction
along with the axis x is assigned as the front, while the opposite direction the
back. Similarly, the direction along with the axis y is assigned as the right,
while the opposite direction the left.

In real cockpits, multiple control panels are distributed almost in all the
directions around the pilot. To simplify the problem, we make the assumption
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that the control panels are planar areas and consider three control panels
located at the front, right and left.

To divide the workspace, first planes which include control panel area,
called control panel planes, are selected, consequently the three areas are de-
termined, which are detailed in Section 4.2 and 4.3.

4.2 Control Panel Area Extraction

The control panel planes are denoted as

fcp(p) = 0. (11)

The plane which include the front control panel, called front plane for short,
is parallel with Plane yOz in general. A little incline is allowed in this paper and
the angle between front plane and Plane yOz is denoted as β, β ∈ [0, π/4]. The
planes which include the right and left control panel, called right/ left plane
for short, are parallel with Plane xOz in general. A little incline is allowed
and the angle between right plane and Plane xOz is denoted as γ, γ ∈ [0, π/4].
The left plane is symmetric with the right plane about Plane xOz. The specific
expressions of control panel plane are determined by the inclinations.

For a state X = (θ,p), if the corresponding position of end-effector is in
the control panel plane, and the orientation is perpendicular to the control
panel plane:

fcp(p) = 0, (12)

gcp(θ) < 0, (13)

the state belongs to control panel area:

X ∈ SCP . (14)

First we select the right plane. Note that the plane here is not a strict
plane but a spatial region with a quite tiny thickness, which is approximated
as a plane. Define a plane cluster with Nl1 parallel planes:

tan γ · x− y + n1 · dy ± dy = 0, (15)

where n1 is the serial number of the selected layer, and dy is the thickness of
each layer:

dy =
ymax

Nl1
. (16)

The control panel orientation constraint is

θ5 = θ1 + (
π

2
− γ) < θ5,max. (17)

Symmetric with the right plane, the expression of the left plane is

tan γ · x+ y + n1 · dy ± dy = 0. (18)
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(a) n1 = 5 (b) n1 = 20

Fig. 9 Point cloud of control panel with different n1

The control panel orientation constraint is

θ5 = θ1 + (−π
2

+ γ) > θ5,min. (19)

Finally the front plane is determined. Define a plane cluster with Nl2 par-
allel planes:

x− tanβ · z − n2 · dx± dx = 0. (20)

where n2 is the serial number of the selected layer, and dx is the thickness
of each layer:

dx =
xmax − xmin

Nl2
. (21)

The control panel orientation constraint is

θ4 = β − θ2 − θ3 ∈ [θ4,min, θ4,max]. (22)

When Nl1 = 40, γ = π/6, an appropriate n1 needs to be chosen to obtain
the right and left plane expressions. As shown in Fig. 9, as n1 increases, the
side panels are closer to the edge of workspace with smaller point density. The
reason is for some states, the end-effector can reach the control panel plane but
fails to satisfy the orientation constraints due to the joint limits. Additionally,
as n1 increasing, the area of side panels reduces, while the area of the front
panel increases. Also, the effective workspace diminishes. From the above, we
choose n1 = 5.

When Nl2 = 20, β = 0, an appropriate n2 needs to be chosen to obtain the
front plane expression. As shown in Fig. 10, a cavity exists when n2 is small.
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(a) n2 = 8 (b) n2 = 13

Fig. 10 Point cloud of control panel with different n2

As n2 getting larger, the cavity disappears. Additionally, the area of the front
panel is getting larger while the side panel is getting smaller. Also, the effective
workspace expands. To sum up, we choose n2 = 13, the layer after the cavity
vanishes.

The oriented workspace of side and front panels are shown as Fig. 11. We
can see that all the orientations of the states belong to control panel area are
perpendicular to the control panel plane. That is, when the end-effector of
HFM reach the control panel area, the concise control panel linked with the
end-effector is located inside the control panel plane.

4.3 Three Areas Determination

The workspace is divided into the internal part Ssi and the external part Sse

by side planes Ss, as shown in Fig. 12(a), and

Ssi + Sse + Ss = S. (23)
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(a) Side panel (b) Front panel

Fig. 11 Oriented workspace of control panel area

Similarly, the workspace is divided into the front part Sff and the back
part Sfb by front plane Sf , as shown in Fig. 12(b), and

Sff + Sfb + Sf = S. (24)

As shown in Fig. 12(c), we choose the intersection of the internal part and
the front part as the prohibited area of HFM:

SP = {X = (θ,p) ∈ SO | p ∈ Ssi ∩ Sff}. (25)

According to Equation 10,

SE = SO − SP . (26)

Then the planar area separating SE and SP in which the joint variables
satisfy the control panel constraints is defined as control panel area

SCP = {X = (θ,p) ∈ SO | p ∈ (S − Ssi ∩ Sff − Sse ∪ Sfb), gcp(θ) < 0}. (27)

The procedure of determining three areas is shown as Fig. 13.
The result of workspace division is shown in Fig. 14, in which the effective

workspace and the prohibited area are depicted with green and blue, respec-
tively.

5 Effective Workspace Analysis

The effective workspace of the HFM indicates the actual motion range and
reflects the flexibility of the HFM, which is of great significance in haptic
feedback applications. The volume of the effective workspace and the area of
the control panel area are two major performance indices, which are always
obtained by boundary extraction and numerical integration. We first improve
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12 Workspace division

State

X=(p,θ)

p    Ssi  Sff

X   SP X   SE X   SCP

p    Ssi  Sff

Y
N

N

gCP(θ)<0?

Y

Fig. 13 Procedure of three areas determination

the classical point cloud obtained by the Monte Carlo method by repeatedly
generating new random points around the boundary according to the conti-
nuity of the mapping from joint-space to workspace to improve the accuracy
of boundary extraction. Consequently the volume of the effective workspace
and the area of the control panel area are calculated by the double-directed
extremum method with the accuracy improved owing to the higher boundary
precision.
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Fig. 14 Result of workspace division

5.1 Boundary Extraction

Boundary points of the workspace are extracted by the double-directed ex-
tremum method (Cui et al, 2016). The point cloud of the workspace is first
layered along x axis. Each layer is divided again along y axis. The points of
each layer (along y axis) are sorted by z values and the points with maxi-
mum and minimum z value are selected as upper and lower external boundary
point, respectively (Fig. 15, A). If the distance between two adjacent points is
greater than the threshold value, cavity exists in workspace. These two points
are selected as upper and lower internal boundary points, respectively (Fig.
15, B). The fact that boundaries of workspace are almost the combination of
arc segments may lead to the boundary points selected by above method being
sparse at the edge of workspace (Fig. 15, A). Therefore, we divide the point
cloud along z axis and sort it by y values with the same method to select the
external and internal boundary points once again(Fig. 15, C).

Since the nonlinearity of the mapping from joint-space to workspace, the
distribution of random points in the workspace is non-uniform with a high-
density interior and a low-density boundary. In spite of the large amount of
points, the density around the boundary is still low. In order to obtain a suf-
ficient dense accumulation of points at the boundary, in this paper, we add
random points around the boundary into point cloud according to the con-
tinuity of the mapping from the joint-space to the workspace. New random
joint values are generated in the neighborhood of the joint value correspond-
ing to the boundary point and then mapped to workspace. As the variation
of the end-effector position caused by continuous variation of joint values is
continuous, the obtained new points in the workspace are distributed around
the original boundary point. Adopting this method, the boundary density can
be increased by adding new points distributed between the original boundary
points and the real boundary.
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Fig. 15 Double-directed extremum method for boundary extraction

The boundary points extracted in the point cloud gradually get close to
the real boundary by extracting and adding boundary points repeatedly, as
shown in Fig 16.

The procedure of boundary points extraction and supplement is:

1. Divide the 3-Dimension effective workspace point cloud along x axis into
nx layers. The thickness of each layer is

dx =
xmax − xmin

nx
. (28)

2. Determine the internal and external boundary points by the double-directed
extremum method. For each layer (along x axis), the points are divided a-
gain into ny layers along y axis and sorted by z values to select the external
and internal boundary points. Then the points are divided into nz layer-
s along z axis and sorted by y values to select the external and internal
boundary points by the same method. The set of all the obtained boundary
points above is the approximate boundary of workspace.

3. Add the random points around the boundary. For each boundary point ob-
tained in Step 2, in the neighborhood of the corresponding set of variables
{θb, ysb}, Na sets of variables {θji , ysi} are generated:

θji = θjb + dθ · (1− 2RAND(i)j),

ysi = ysb + ds · (1− 2RAND(i)7),

(j = 1, 2, . . . , 6; i = 1, 2, . . . , Na),

(29)
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Input: 

Point cloud obtained by Monte Carlo method

Divide the spatial workspace into layers

along x axis

Divide the layer 

along y axis 

Find extremums along z axis

and external boundary points

If a cavity exists,

find the internal boundary points

Divide the layer 

along z axis 

Obtain the set of 

boundary points

Add points in the neighborhood of the joint 

variables corresponding to the boundary points 

Does the density 

of boundary points reach the 

expectation?

Output: 

Set of boundary points

For each layer

Find extremums along y axis

and external boundary points

If a cavity exists,

find the internal boundary points

Yes

No

Fig. 16 Double-directed extremum method for boundary extraction and supplement

whereRAND is the random value between 0 and 1, dθ and ds are the radius
of selected neighborhood for joint and sliding variables, respectively. The
new generated points are added into the original point cloud.

4. Perform Step 2 and 3 repeatedly to increase the density of the bound-
ary points. The boundary of the point cloud is getting close to the real
workspace boundary.

For example, we select Layer 1 of the workspace, ny = 40, nz = 20, Na =
30. As depicted in Fig. 17, (a) is the original point cloud, (b) is the point cloud
after 5 times repetition of boundary points extraction and supplement, (c) and
(d) are the point cloud after extracting and adding boundary point along a
single direction. It can be seen that the density of the boundary points in (b)
is higher than (a), which indicates that a smooth and continuous boundary
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(a) The original point cloud (b) Double-directed boundary supple-
ment

(c) Boundary supplement along y axis (d) Boundary supplement along z axis

Fig. 17 Boundary extraction and supplement of Layer 1

close to the real one can be obtained by repeatedly extracting and adding
boundary points with the double-directed extremum method. Additionally,
boundary points obtained by extracting and adding boundary points in a
single direction are sparse at the edge, as shown in (c) and (d). The problem
can be solved by the double-directed method, as shown in (b).

5.2 Effective Workspace Volume Calculation

The volume of the effective workspace is calculated by the double-directed
extremum method. Firstly the effective workspace is divided into layers along
x axis. For each layer, extraction and supplement of boundary points are per-
formed by the method described in Section 5.1 and the external and internal
boundary points are extracted along y and z axis respectively.

As shown in Fig. 18, for the ith layer along y axis, z values of upper and
lower external boundary point are ziex1 and ziex2, respectively. The approximate
length of this layer in z axis is

zi = ziex1 − ziex2. (30)

If the internal boundary exists, z values of the upper and lower internal
boundary point are ziin1 and ziin2, respectively. The approximate length of this
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layer in z axis is
zi = (ziex1 − ziex2)− (ziin1 − ziin2). (31)

The area of the jth layer (along x axis) is approximated as

Aj
1 =

∑
i

zidy, (32)

where dy is the thickness of each layer (along y axis).
In a similar way, for the ith layer along z axis, y values of the upper and

lower external boundary point are yiex1 and yiex2, respectively. The approximate
length of this layer in y axis is

yi = yiex1 − yiex2. (33)

If the internal boundary exists, y values of the upper and lower internal
boundary point are yiin1 and yiin2, respectively. The approximate length of this
layer in z axis is

yi = (yiex1 − ziin1) + (yiex2 − yiin2). (34)

The area of the jth layer (along x axis) is approximated as

Aj
2 =

∑
i

yidz, (35)

where dz is the thickness of each layer (along z axis).
The area of the jth layer (along x axis) is finally approximated as

Aj =
Aj

1 +Aj
2

2
. (36)

Consequently, the volume of effective workspace is approximated as

VE =
∑
j

Ajdx, (37)

where dx is the thickness of each layer (along x axis). Take the HFM described
in Section 3.1 for example, the effective workspace volume is VE = 0.9445m3.

5.3 Control Panel Area Calculation

Similar as Section 5.2, for control panel area, extraction and supplement of
boundary points are first performed, then the control panel area is calculat-
ed by the double-directed extremum method. First, the area of front panel
is calculated. Similar as Equation 32 and 35, the approximate areas of the
projection of front panel on Plane yOz are obtained by the extremum method
along y and z axis, respectively:

Af
1 =

∑
i

zidy, (38)
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Fig. 18 Double-directed extremum method for workspace volume calculation

Af
2 =

∑
i

yidz. (39)

Then the area of the projection is approximated as

Af
′ =

Af
1 +Af

2

2
. (40)

As illustrated in Section 4, the angle between the front plane and Plane
yOz is β. The approximate area of front panel is yielded as

Af =
Af

′

cosβ
. (41)

The area of right panel is calculated in the same way. The approximate ar-
eas of the projection of right panel on Plane xOz are obtained by the extremum
method along y and z axis, respectively.

Ar
1 =

∑
i

zidy, (42)

Ar
2 =

∑
i

yidz. (43)

Then the area of the projection is approximated as

Ar
′ =

Ar
1 +Ar

2

2
. (44)

As illustrated in Section 4, the angle between the right plane and Plane
xOz is γ. The approximate area of right panel is yielded as

Ar =
Ar

′

cos γ
. (45)
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Table 4 Control panel area

Af (m3) Ar(m3) Acp(m3)

0.4928 0.1487 0.7903

Table 5 Workspace volume with different sliding rail length

Sliding rail length (m) VE(m3)

0 0.1405
0.5 0.5488
1 0.9445

The left panel is symmetric with the right panel about Plane xOz. Thus
the area of the left panel can be yielded as

Al = Ar. (46)

Finally, the area of whole control panel is

Acp = Af +Ar +Al. (47)

Take the HFM described in Section 3.1 for example, the control panel areas
are shown in Table 4.

6 Discussion

The HFM presented in this paper consists of a serial manipulator and a sliding
rail. The sliding rail can help to expand the workspace and eliminate the cavity
inside the workspace, for which control panels in multiple directions can be
simulated.

As shown in Fig. 19, blue points represent the workspace without sliding
rail and red points represent the workspace with a sliding rail along y axis.
It can be seen that the motion range is expanded along y axis with a sliding
rail. As shown in (a) and (b), a cavity exists inside the red point cloud, and
disappears in the blue point cloud. Therefore, the flexibility of HFM increases
and multiple control panels can be simulated by adopting a sliding rail.

The performance of workspace is influenced by the length of sliding rail.
Workspace volumes with different sliding length are shown in Table 5. It can be
seen that the workspace volume largely increases by adopting the 1m sliding
rail, about 6.7 times of the volume without a sliding rail.

As described in Section 5, for some situations, the position of the end-
effector is located in the control panel plane, but the orientation cannot be
adjusted to satisfy the orientation constraints of control panel due to the joint
limits. Thus, we should choose appropriate motion limits for Joint 4 and Joint
5. Take the right panel for example, point clouds are shown in Fig. 20(a) and
20(b) with θ5,max = 2

3π and θ5,max = 5
6π, respectively. The points hardly
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(a) Spatial point cloud (b) The projection on xOy plane

(c) The projection on xOz plane (d) The projection on yOz plane

Fig. 19 Reachable workspace comparison with and without the sliding rail

satisfy the orientation constraints of control panel with smaller θ5,max. Thus,
the serial manipulator adopted in haptic feedback applications are required to
have larger wrist joints motion range.

7 Conclusion

A haptic feedback system for VCS and a workspace analysis framework for
HFM are presented in this paper. A 7-DOF HFM is constructed and its orient-
ed workspace is obtained. Furthermore, the area in which interactions between
the HFM and user’s hand performed and the HFM’s actual movement range
are determined, which lay a basis for haptic interactions in VCS.

1. A haptic feedback scheme for VCS is presented. A 7-DOF HFM is con-
structed based on a serial manipulator and a sliding rail with parameters
are appropriately selected according to the specific requirements of haptic
feedback applications. The effects of the parameters on workspace perfor-
mance are discussed as well.

2. A novel workspace representation, oriented workspace, with a graphical
description method are presented, which can indicate both the position
and the orientation of the end-effector.
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(a) θ5,max = 2
3
π, n1 = 1, 10, 20 (b) θ5,max = 5

6
π, n1 = 1, 10, 20

Fig. 20 Right panel with different wrist joints limit

3. A workspace division method for haptic feedback manipulators is present-
ed. According to the specific characteristic and function of HFM in VCS,
the reachable workspace is divided into the control panel area, the effected
workspace and the prohibited area.

4. The point cloud obtained by the classical Monte Carlo method is im-
proved by repeatedly adding and extracting boundary points to increase
the boundary density. Then the volume of the effective workspace and
the area of the control panel area are calculated by the double-directed ex-
tremum method, with the accuracy improved owing to the higher boundary
precision.

However, there still exist some limitations in this paper.

1. After spatial workspace division, each layer, including the control pan-
el layer, is actually a 3-Dimension area with thin thickness instead of a
2-Dimension plane. In the future work, we would like to divide this 3-
Dimension area again to improve the interaction accuracy.
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2. Positive error is introduced during area calculation by numerical approxi-
mation for each layer, leading to the inaccuracy of the volume. To obtain
a more accurate volume, we would like to modify the numerical approx-
imation method by improving dividing accuracy around boundary in the
future.
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